English

Like Snow Bio
The five members of Like Snow are a band of true romantics. They play wishful
soundtracks, telling the stories of adventure and giving the enthusiastic feeling of starting something
new. Their stories are epic but also instantaneous and intimate, told between major life
questions and steady optimism. This passionate ideal of freedom and emotion was brought to life
on their debut album "Beauty & Fear". These 12 tracks go from driving folk songs to the emotional
pop ballad that lets you dive deep into the theater of your infinite thoughts. It is a mix of the
uplifting mood found in the music of the late sixties and early nineties, blended with the fresh
contemporary appeal of pop and folk elements. This new blend creates a musical fusion setting
free whatever wild romance is slumbering in us.
The first single "We Come Running" already suggests the focus on an impenetrable bond.The song
is set to be a heartful hymn of friendship. The single "Golden Boots" tells of the thirsty calling of
adventure. If life is giving you a though one, ‘Golden Boots’ is the perfect soundtrack to escape into
a poetic reality of nature’s purest.
This confidence beyond all doubts is the anchor of the album. The title "Beauty & Fear" plays with
this confidence. It unites seeming contradictions and thus stands for all the challenges of our life.
The title track brings this journey to life as an adventure across the oceans of this world. It is telling
the story of an uncertain future but the strong bond of friendship that allows to defy all
difficulties in the wild storm of life. Since the singer-songwriter duo turned into a five-member
band, these five friends are an inseparable team with 100 shows and more on the road together.
In 2017, their EP "Life" dropped and the band promoted it in several cities in Germany putting their
hearts out there. Now following debut album is the first full-length release of them. With
their passionate mix of styles Like Snow show that impetuous romanticism is in the hearts of
many. The longing for a life in complete freedom will probably remain unfulfilled for most
people. But listening to the music of Like Snow might just give a little something we all indulge
ourselves in.

